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The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Data Bank operates as an international centre of reference
for its member countries with respect to basic tools, such as computer codes and data, for use
in different nuclear applications. The NEA Data Bank, as part of an international network of
data centres, maintains large databases containing experimental (EXFOR), bibliographic (CINDA),
and evaluated (EVA) nuclear data, and makes them available online via its website or via the
JANIS display program. As part of its responsibilities, the Data Bank is also in charge of the
compilation, verification, and distribution of the Joint Evaluated Fission and Fusion (JEFF) library.
In addition, the Data Bank provides a service to its users by collecting, validating and making
available upon request computer codes and associated application data libraries in many different
areas relevant to the nuclear field. As part of its knowledge preservation activities, large collections
of integral benchmark experiments for data and code validation are also available in areas such
as criticality safety (ICSBEP), reactor physics (IRPhE), fuel performance (IFPE), and radiation
shielding (SINBAD). Finally, the Data Bank coordinates the development and distribution of a
database of recommended chemical thermodynamic data (TDB) for radioactive waste management
applications. The Data Bank provides also support to other NEA divisions, a major part of this
support is allocated to the NEA Science programme.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) is a specialised
agency within the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The mission of the
NEA is to assist its member countries in maintaining and
further developing, through international co-operation,
the scientific, technological and legal bases required for
the safe, environmentally friendly and economical use of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.
The Data Bank’s primary role is to provide scientists
in member countries with reliable nuclear data and computer programs for use in different nuclear applications.
The services also include chemical thermodynamic data
for radioactive waste management applications. The 22
member countries of the NEA Data Bank are Austria,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and
United Kingdom. Users of the Data Bank services include governmental research institutes, industry and universities.
The Data Bank also organises seminars and workshops
in order to present information on computer programs or
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groups of programs that are considered to be of special
interest to users. Training courses on widely-used computer programs are organised about four to five times a
year to ensure a correct and effective use of these programs.
The Data Bank works in close co-operation with the
NEA Nuclear Science Section, especially in the field
of computer code comparisons, integral experiments,
nuclear data evaluation co-operation, and knowledge
preservation.
More information is available on the NEA Data Bank
home page (Fig. 1) and in the NEA annual report [1].

II. NUCLEAR DATA
The NEA Data Bank services include the collection, verification, and dissemination of nuclear
data. Users can access the data via the web (see
www.nea.fr/dbdata/), via the JANIS display software or
via CD/DVD upon request. The NEA Data Bank is a
member of the international network of nuclear reaction
data centres (NRDC) [2]. The NRDC was established
in the 1960s to collect and disseminate neutron data to
address the needs of the fission reactor industry. Nowadays, the needs have evolved and the experimental data
compilation now encompass all types of nuclear reaction
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Fig. 1. (Color online) NEA Data Bank home page:
www.nea.fr/databank/.

data, including charged-particle induced reactions and
photonuclear data, to consider the requirements of other
nuclear applications, such as accelerator driven systems,
fusion reactors, nuclear medicine, materials analysis, environmental monitoring, and basic research.
The Data Bank maintains and provides free on-line
access to the following international databases:
• EXFOR: Experimental nuclear data for neutron
and charged-particle induced reactions, as well as
for photonuclear data.
• CINDA: Bibliographic information on experimental, theoretical and evaluated nuclear data.
• EVA: Evaluated nuclear data libraries (latest release of the JEFF, ENDF/B, JENDL and many
more libraries, including special purpose files) in
a common ENDF format describing reaction data,
decay data, fission yields, etc..
The EVA retrieval web page is shown in Fig. 2. Links
to the EXFOR and CINDA retrieval pages are easily
available from there, as well as links to relevant computer
codes for nuclear data.
1. Experimental Data

A comprehensive set of experimental reaction data are
stored in the EXFOR database, which was initiated already in 1969 with the merge of several databases into
a standardised format. EXFOR has always been coordinated through the international NRDC network [2]
where the four core centres are: the National Nuclear
Data Center (NNDC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL, USA), the NEA Data Bank, the IAEA Nuclear Data Services (NDS), and the Nuclear Data Center
(CJD) at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
(IPPE, Russia).
In addition to storing the experimental data points
and their bibliographic references, other information
such as source of uncertainties is also compiled. EXFOR contains all published neutron reaction data, and

Fig. 2. (Color online) The EVA retrieval web page for evaluated data (www.nea.fr/dbdata/eva/). Similar retrieval web
pages are available for the EXFOR and CINDA databases.

is intended to cover also photo-fission and photo-neutron
data, as well as all charged-particle data up to 12 C
with incident energies up to 1 GeV. Other reaction data
are included on a voluntary basis. EXFOR contains at
present about 18,000 experiments divided in 134,000 different data sets.
2. Bibliographic Data

The bibliographic database CINDA is closely linked
to EXFOR, and contains an almost complete bibliography of all neutron data published until ∼2003, as well as
an index to the corresponding EXFOR entries and evaluated data. Besides neutron data, CINDA also covers
charged-particle data, photo-neutron, photo-fission, and
spontaneous fission data. CINDA is available on web retrieval, through the JANIS program, and as an archive
book [3].
3. Evaluated Data
A. The JEFF Project

The Joint Evaluated Fission and Fusion (JEFF) file
project is a collaboration between countries participating in the NEA Data Bank. The JEFF library comprises
sets of evaluated nuclear data, mainly for fission and fusion applications; it contains a number of different data
types, including neutron and proton interaction data,
radioactive decay data, fission yield data, thermal scattering law data [4].
The JEFF project works in close collaboration with
the European Fusion File (EFF) and European Activation File (EAF) projects, which holds meetings in conjunction with the other JEFF working groups. Joint
sessions are organised to discuss matters of common interest for the joint evaluated files of the JEFF library.
The JEFF-3.1 Nuclear Data Library is a complete
suite of evaluated data released in May 2005. It contains evaluated files collected and checked at the Data
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Total decay heat from fission products following a 235 U fission pulse [6].
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The initial benchmarking of JEFF-3.1 neutron general
purpose library showed significant improvements over
the JEFF-3.0 library. However, a few deficiencies remained and were confirmed after further validation of
the data against light-water-reactor (LWR) mock-up experiments, reactivity loss with fuel burn-up, spent nuclear fuel (SNF) chemical assays, and SNF oscillations.
In order to meet LWR target accuracy, a few key isotopes have been identified and improved to be consistent with both differential and integral measurements.
Hence, evaluated data for 16 O, 91,96 Zr, 237 Np, 239 Pu, and
seven fission products (93 Zr, 99 Tc, 103 Ru, 135 Cs, 147 Pm,
148
Pm, 154 Eu) have been revised in the JEFF-3.1.1 update of the neutron file, released in February 2009 [7].
The JEFF-3.1.1 neutron library has been processed
at several temperatures in ACE format for the MCNP
code. These files are available on request.
B. International Evaluation Co-operation

Fig. 4. (Color online) Gamma-ray decay heat from fission
products following a 235 U fission pulse [6].

Bank in cooperation with several member country laboratories.
The JEFF-3.1 neutron data library covers 381 isotopes or elements. There are 26 isotopes in the proton data library, and 9 materials are covered in the
thermal scattering law file. The special purpose library
on activation data is based on EAF-2003 and contains
774 target nuclei with over 12,600 neutron induced reactions. Other special purpose files include radioactive
decay data with 3,852 isotopes, as well as spontaneous
and neutron-induced fission yield data for 3 and 19 fissioning systems respectively.
The initial decay heat benchmarking of JEFF-3.1
showed reasonable agreement for the total decay heat,
as shown in Fig. 3 for 235 U. However, discrepancies remained in the individual gamma and beta decay heat
components. It was suggested that experimental energy values (from Total Absorption Gamma-ray Spectroscopy measurements) could be used to disentangle
between these two contributions and improve the overall consistency with measured data [5]. Hence, a limited
number of 29 nuclei had their average energies updated
in a moderately revised version, JEFF-3.1.1, released in
November 2007 [6]. New decay heat calculations show
the expected improvement, especially for the prediction
of gamma-ray decay heat, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for
235
U.

The NEA Working Party on international nuclear data
Evaluation Co-operation (WPEC) provides a framework
for collaboration between the nuclear data evaluation
projects being carried out in Japan (JENDL), the United
States (ENDF), Europe (JEFF) and non-OECD countries (BROND, CENDL, and FENDL) [8]. The cooperation programme was established to promote the exchange of information on nuclear data evaluations, measurements, nuclear model calculations, validation and related topics.
The following specific nuclear data issues have been
addressed in recent years:
• Evaluated data library for the bulk of fission products.
• Covariance data in the fast neutron region.
• Assessment of fission product decay data for decay
heat calculations.
• Uncertainty and target accuracy assessment for innovative systems using recent covariance data evaluations.
• Prompt photon production from fission products.
Ongoing WPEC activities concentrate on the following
issue:
• Processing of covariance data.
•

235

U capture cross section in the keV to MeV energy region.

• Improvement of accessibility and quality of the
EXFOR database.
• Unresolved resonance treatment for cross section
and covariance representation.
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• Methods and issues for the combined use of integral experiments and covariance data.
Finally, two new expert groups are starting in 2010 to
work on the following topics:
• Meeting nuclear data needs for advanced reactor
systems.
• Coordinated evaluation of
region.

239

Pu in the resonance

The NEA also hosts the High Priority Request List
(HPRL), which is a longer-term subgroup of the WPEC.
The HPRL is a compilation of the most important nuclear data needs for present and future nuclear energy
applications (e.g., Generation-IV reactors or ITER). The
HPRL therefore provides a guide for those planning measurements, nuclear theory and evaluation programmes.
Requests are reviewed by external referees and are divided into high priority requests, where a quantitative
justification is needed, and general requests, where a
more qualitative justification is sufficient. At present,
the list contains 10 general requests and 25 high-priority
requests. The latter mainly concentrate on minor actinide fission cross sections; major actinide capture cross
sections and prompt gamma production in fission; inelastic scattering cross sections of 238 U, 23 Na, 56 Fe, 28 Si,
206,207
Pb; absorption cross sections of 16 O and Hf isotopes. More information is available on the HPRL page
at www.nea.fr/dbdata/hprl/.
4. The Display Program JANIS

The NEA Data Bank develops a java-based computer
program, JANIS, to display, compare, and manipulate
nuclear data. Various navigation and search tools are
available to explore the main nuclear databases containing experimental, evaluated, and bibliographic data. JANIS is designed to allow the user to access numerical and
graphical representations without prior knowledge of the
data format. A variety of output formats exist in JANIS. Plots can be saved either in PNG, postscript, and
Windows metafile formats. Tabular data can be stored
in CSV or XML format for further use in other software
(e.g., MS Excel).
The new JANIS 3.2 version [9] allows the user to
access the most recent evaluated data libraries and
implements new features to display covariance data (see
Fig. 5), photon-production data, radioactive Beta-decay
spectra, isotopic fission yields, and thermal-neutron
scattering cross sections.

III. COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The NEA Data Bank operates a computer program
service related to nuclear energy and radiation physics

Fig. 5. (Color online) JANIS display of the self-correlation
matrix in the neighbouring of the 239 Pu resonance at 0.3 eV
(JENDL-3.3 data).

applications. The services include the collection of programs, compilation and verification in an appropriate
computer environment, ensuring that the computer program package is complete and adequately documented.
Internationally agreed quality-assurance methods are
used in the verification process. The present collection contains more than 2000 documented packages and
group cross-section data sets. These materials are made
available on CD/DVD and via electronic transfer to
about 900 nominated NEA Data Bank establishments
in member countries (see www.nea.fr/dbprog/).
In support of data evaluation and generation of
project-oriented data libraries, specific nuclear model
and data processing codes are also available. For example, codes for the production of application data libraries, such as NJOY for the processing of evaluated
data into the ACE format used by MCNP.
The NEA Data Bank collaborates with the Radiation
Safety Information Computational Center (RSICC) in
the US and the IAEA concerning the distribution of programs and processed data.
The Data Bank also organises seminars, workshops
and training courses for widely-used computer programs.
Recently, the area of charged particle transport, and
in particular electron-photon transport, has received
increased attention for a number of technological and
medical applications. A workshop/tutorial was held
in 2008 on the use of the PENELOPE code for Monte
Carlo simulations of coupled electron-photon transport
[10].

IV. BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
International computer code comparisons and integral
benchmark experiment calculations are carried out in cooperation with the Nuclear Science Section of the NEA.
Results from international benchmark comparisons are
incorporated in the documentation of the computer programs and nuclear data distributed by the Data Bank
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to users on request. These international collections of
benchmark experiments for data and code validation
are available in areas such as criticality safety, reactor
physics, fuel performance, and radiation shielding.
The International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments (ICSBEP) [11] contains 501 evaluations with benchmark specifications for
4,283 critical, near-critical, or subcritical configurations,
24 criticality alarm placement/shielding configurations,
and 20 fundamental physics measurements relevant to
criticality safety applications (e.g., fission rate data for
239
Pu, 235 U, 238 U, and 237 Np).
The International Handbook of Evaluated Reactor
Physics Experiments (IRPhE) [12] contains data from
43 different experimental series that were performed at
24 different reactor facilities. Additional evaluations are
in progress and will be added to the handbook periodically.
The International Fuel Performance Experiments
database (IFPE) contains well-qualified data for about
1445 rods/sample of Zircaloy-clad UO2 fuel irradiated in
thermal reactor.
The Shielding Integral Benchmark Archive Database
(SINBAD) contains an internationally established set
of radiation shielding and dosimetry data for about
100 experiments relevant to fission/fusion reactor and
accelerator shielding.

V. CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMIC DATA
The selection and distribution of chemical thermodynamic data for radioactive waste management applications is the subject of the Thermochemical Database
Project (TDB), supported by 17 organisations in 12
member countries and coordinated by the NEA Data
Bank (see www.nea.fr/dbtdb/).
The TDB project examines the key elements required
for geochemical modelling of underground repositories.
Teams of international experts carry out critical reviews
of bibliographic references and propose a quality-assured
database. Detailed reports are published in the open
literature and the database is accessible free of charge to
all OECD member countries.
The report on chemical thermodynamics of thorium
was recently published [13]. Current work is addressing
iron, molybdenum and ancillary data.
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VI. SUMMARY
The OECD NEA Data Bank provides its member
countries with reference materials in the field of nuclear energy applications. The services include the compilation, verification, and distribution of nuclear data,
chemical thermodynamic data, integral benchmark experiments, as well as computer programs and associated
application libraries. The Data Bank also regularly organizes workshops/tutorials for the most widely-used programs it distributes. The in-house computer service develops and maintains the databases and related administration/retrieval tools, including the JANIS display software. These activities are international in essence and
organized in close collaboration with other main national
and international organisations.
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